The Dog school Kiskőrös has its 10th Birthday celebrated
in 2007. The founder and owner called Ali and works as a
training leader and guarding-protection helper in the
school. Twice weekly, always on weekends are the dog
trainings in Kiskőrös! Nowadays visit 30 dogs and
owners active and enthusiastic the lessons.
Welcome to our website all my foreign visitors with dog, and
without dog!
In my childhood I always wished to have my own dog. At the age of seven I bought
my first puppy from my pocket money, and it lived with my family for 11years. During
the time we spent together it motivated me more and more to get great knowledge
about the training and the breeding of dogs. I have become member of the largest
organizations of Hungary, like Hungarian Kennel Club (MEOE), Hungarian German
Shepherd Club (MNJK), Hungarian Work-Dog Sport Club (OMSE), Hunnia-Rex
German Shepherd Club (HNJE) and Protection Services Sport Commission.
I have taken exams at all of the organizations as training leader and guardingprotection helper. I had the opportunity to learn from all the great trainers of the
country, and I still can count on them. I also take part in all the courses. Since in my
region there was no possibility to train the dogs, and pick their brains, establishing a
good club, a real "dog paradise" became my aim. I started in the year of 1996 and in
1997 i made our Dog school. Since then we prepare our dogs for dog shows,
körungs, exams and competitions.
We participate in numerous events in dog shows, protection utilities, where we keep
clear of the dog accident. We try mostly for young children and older people to prove
that a trained dog never make on accident.
I would like to make the best of the German shepherds, but our school does not
make any difference. All of the species and mixtures are active members and
examinees. My target is to back up the people, who do their best for their pets. Come
rain come sun the Dog school Kiskőrös is open for the real "dog-lovers".
I would like to say goodbye with our first slogan:
"Your dog is as clever as much you care for it!" /Ali/
Hopefully you will enjoy watching our pictures (under KÉPEINK) that should make an
impression of a real "dog-fan”! Contact: ali@alikutyasuli.hu

